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Estimating Life Realistic World Models Leveraging Crowd Sourced Data
Crowd sourced imagery (images and video) is the richest data source available for 3D reconstruction of the world. The tremendous amount of imagery provided by photo sharing web sites, e.g. Flickr, and video sharing sites, for example YouTube, not only covers the world’s appearance, but also reflects the temporal evolution of the world and its dynamic parts. It has long been a goal of computer vision to obtain life like virtual models from such rich imagery. The major current research challenges are the scale of the data, e.g. the recently released Yahoo 100 million-image dataset which is still only a fraction of what is needed, the robustness, the completeness of the registration, and the lack of data for dynamic elements. Specifically, we are currently facing significant challenges to process said imagery within a reasonable time frame given limited compute resources. This is particularly true as we move to personal virtual and augmented reality, which aim to explore these data. The talk discusses my work on highly efficient image registration for the reconstruction of static 3D models from worldscale photo collections on a single PC in the span of six days, as well as our related work on image-based search to address the scalability. I will also discuss the efforts to overcome the challenges achieving registration completeness and robustness. Our novel streaming reconstruction approach aims to ease the above current challenges to achieve a 3D model from unorganized image data. Additionally, I will present my work towards overcoming the lack of data for the reconstruction of scene dynamics to achieve the goal of bringing the 3D models to life. For example, by reconstructing people and fountains, using crowdsourced imagery and videos.
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